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We Focus on People

Whoever operates a momentary call switch has good reason to do so and trusts that 
the device will quickly and reliably call for assistance. A complicated technology, small, 

-

yond reach will quickly unsettle persons relying on this technology. AAL-Homecare now 
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For Any Situation

You have the choice when it comes to a slight touch to trigger a call: 

AAL wireless emergency call pad  largeactuating area and a 
call can be triggered by pressing any side of the pad. Due to its high sensitivity even persons 
with greatly limited motor skills are able to easily and reliably trigger it. The advantages of the 
pneumatic pad transmitter, in addition to its large actuating area, are its universal mounting 
options.

Hence, it can be attached to the bed with a hook-and-loop fastener or, since cables are not re-
quired, it can be placed directly in the bed, for example, near the hand or the cheek.

AAL wireless large momentary call switch provides a saucer-sized call 
button that is not only easy-to-operate but can also be found and felt very easily. It can trigger a 
call via radio transmission.  The robust construction is designed for daily use.
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Simple, easy-to-operate and reliable 

The following situation may occur: You cannot move any longer as you used to – the motor skills 

or cannot be actuated at all. 

With the pneumatic emergency call pad this is easy-going: the highly sensitive pneumatics reliably 
registers the slightest touch and triggers a call. This can be done with a hand, an arm or – if required 
– even with the cheek or other limbs. Using radio transmission, the emergency call pad, of course, 
operates without inconvenient cables. 

If issimplicity

goal the

AAL  wireless emergency call pad Order no. HC-101

Colour: Orange-red Dimensions: 230 x 160 x 35 mm (L x W x H)

Frequency: 869.23 MHz
(safe social alarm frequency)

Weight: 
Rating:

177 g (battery included) 
IP 30

Transmitter 
monitoring

with daily test messages  
according to DIN/EN 50134

Additional In-
formation:

Hardware included

Matching receivers: see pages 10 to 14 
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 Solid workmanship made in Germany

Easy-to-clean due to detachable outer shell.
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Find Without Searching

The large actuating area for all persons who cannot or can no long-
er operate a standard momentary call switch. The pneumat-
ic momentary switch actuated by a bellows makes it easy for the caller: 
the highly sensitive pneumatic sensors respond to the slightest pressure.

The convenient radio technology allows the pneumatic large-surface momentary 
switch actuated by a bellows to be used within seconds both in private households 
and nursing homes.

A LARGE AREA
MOMENTARY  

SWITCH ACTUATED 
BY A BELLOWS

on the
pneumatic
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Sophisticated Details

The ready-to-operate bactericidal rubber actuating area has a very large diameter of 
approximately 9 cm. A red call indicator provides a visual control.

AAL  wireless large mo-
mentary call switch

Order no. HC-105

Colour: Housing beige, call button and LED red

Frequency: 869.23 MHz (safe social alarm frequency)

Transmitter 
monitoring

With daily test messages according to DIN/EN 
50134

Weight: 145 g (battery included)

Rating: IP 44

Dimensions: 110 mm x 40 mm (diameter x H)

 (Actuating area diameter 90 mm)

Matching receivers: see pages 10 to 14


